
JEBEL SIFAH MARINA 

Just 20 minutes from Bandar Khayran but a world away from the stress of everyday life, 
the Jebel Sifah Marina sits at the foot of the majestic Al Hajjar Mountains on the tranquil 
crystal waters of the Sea of Oman. The picturesque heart of Jebel Sifah, this first-class 
super yacht facility welcomes vessels from around the world to its 84 berths and 115 dry 
berths. Accommodating boats and yachts from six to 60 metres, the Jebel Sifah Marina has 
31 super yacht berths ready to dock. 

In a stunning natural environment that offers the chance to enjoy the sight of dolphins and 
whales up close as you sail to the nearby picturesque beaches and secluded coves, Jebel 
Sifah Marina is a popular weekend destination. Close to the spectacular Damaniyat Islands, 
amongst the best diving spots in Oman, the Marina is also the perfect base for southerly 
cruises to explore the less frequented parts of the magnificent Omani coastline. The 
gateway to a fishing paradise, the Jebel Sifah Marina has already hosted three annual IGFA 
fishing competitions with the rich rewards of the clear turquoise waters between Bandar 
Khayran and the idyllic island haven of Ras Abu Dawood proving to be the ultimate choice 
for anglers. 

The Jebel Sifah Marina provides marine assistance and full security 24 hours a day, seven 
days a week. And when it is finally time to up anchor and venture out, the expert marina-
side maintenance service is on-hand to make sure your vessel is seaworthy, and fuel for 
your journey is always available from its floating fuel station, providing both petrol and 
diesel. Jebel Sifah Marina – sail into a one-of-a-kind lifestyle.  

Quick facts 
• Coordinates N 23˚24.53, E 58˚47.34 
• 84 wet berths and 115 dry berths 
• 3.15m depth LAT 
• Accommodating yachts up to 60m 
• Fuel Berth with Petrol and Diesel 
• Floating Pontoons and Stern to Quay Berthing 
• VHF Channel 73 
• Metered Electric & Water on each berth 
• 24/7 Security 
• Slip Way Services


